
In the deep blue stillness 
of Tachibana Bay float 
many islands, large and 
small. The bay’s beauty is 
likened to that of Matsu-
shima, one of the three 
Great Landscapes of 
Japan.
I feel nostalgic when I 
hear the hum of fishing 
boats and the call of gulls.

This Shinto shrine answers 
prayers for longevity and safe 
travels. It lies atop Tsunomine 
Mountain, and one can see the 
Tachibana Bay below. To reach the 
shrine, one must take the 
Tsunomine Sky Line to the parking 
area and take a lift from there to 
the summit.

A Spot Where One Can See 
All of Tachibana Bay  Fukui　

Dam Park
Phone/0884-34-2163
Open /9:00-17:00
(Information Center opened 
Saturday, 
Sunday and holidays.)
Restrooms, Parking(60spaces)
At the information center, one can 
experience a rain-simulation of 
the torrential downpour that put 
Fukui Village in the record books 
as the second largest rainfall in 
the recorded history of Japan.

YMCA Anan 
International 
Marine Center

Phone0884-33-1221
Open/ 9:00-17:00 Fees differ for various 
programs             Restrooms, Parking

One can sign up for various programs related to 
sea travel, such as canoeing or yachting programs.

http://www.osakaymca.or.jp/shisetsu/anan/

J Power ＆ Yonden 
WONDERLAND

Phone/0884-34-3251
Open/10:00-17:00(10:00-16:00 in December)
Closed on Tuesdays/Holidays
Free admission     Restrooms     Parking(170 spaces)

A Place to Explore the 
Mysteries of Science!

An institution where 
one can experience the 
wonders of power-
generation machines or 
the natural sciences. 
You can see man-
powered machines, too. 
A magnificent sperm 
whale skeleton hovers 
on display. Outside, 
there is also a wide 
lawn and playground.

Quasinational Park

http://www.jy-wonderland.jp/
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   In the spring and autumn  
  festivals, as a show of 
strength, men and women 
carry 50kg and 30kg bags of 
 rice, respectively, several   
   times around a sumo ring  
         in what is called a                                      
   “Rice-cake-offering Race”.

LED ANAN  Flash Tip

Tsunomine
　Shrine

Phone/0884-27-0078
Restrooms, Parking   Fee for Skylift
(For inquiries, please call 0884-27-0610)

 

 

  Tachibana’s Kaisyou 
Hachiman Shrine hosts
 a big festival in the fall. 
Large danjiri sedans, or    
floats, are rammed 
against each other in the
 Fighting Danjiri Event.  
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